NONE BUT WONDER WOMAN SAW ANY CONNECTION BETWEEN A GIRL DIVER CAUGHT IN THE SEAWEED AND A STRANGE RADIO MESSAGE IN AN EARTHLY TONGUE THAT CUT ACROSS COL. DARNELL’S ELOQUENT SPEECH BUT IT WAS VERY, FORTUNATE, FOR EVERY HUMAN BEING ON EARTH THAT THE GIRL FROM PARADISE ISLE DISCOVERED THE SECRET SIGNIFICANCE OF THESE ODD HAPPENINGS AND THE AMAZING PLOT WHICH THREATENED OUR ENTIRE PLANET WITH DIRE DISASTER. ONLY A GIRL LIKE WONDER WOMAN—BEAUTIFUL AS APHRODITE, WISE AS ATHENA, STRONGER THAN HERCULES AND SWifter THAN MERCURY—COULD FOIL SUCH FIENDISH IN VADERS FROM ANOTHER WORLD! YOU’LL BE THRILLED NO LESS BY WONDER WOMAN’S GALLANT BRAVERY THAN BY THE STUPENDOUS FEATS WHICH SHE PERFORMS IN COMBATTING THE “SPIES FROM SATURN.”

DIANA VISITS VIRGINIA TRUE, A HOLLIDAY GIRL, AT HER SUMMER HOME ON LONG ISLAND.

GLAD YOU COULD COME, DIANA! IT ISN’T OFTEN THAT OUR FAMOUS G2 GIRL TAKES A WEEK END OFF!
WONDER WOMAN

COME ON, DI, WE'RE GOING SWIMMING!

SURE, KEED, CLIMB INTO YOUR SEA TOGS.

I'D LOVE TO, BUT IN A BATHING SUIT, THEY'RE LIABLE TO RECOGNIZE ME AS WONDER WOMAN!

SORRY, GIRLS, BUT ER - I'M AFRAID TO GO IN!

GINNY'S A SWELL DIVER - WATCH HER - SHE'S AN OLYMPIC CHAMP.

GINNY TAKES A DEEP DIVE OFF THE 20-FOOT BOARD.

LOOKA THAT, NO SPLASH - PERFECT FORM!

GINNY'S BEEN UNDER WATER A LONG TIME - WHY DOESN'T SHE COME UP?

SHE JUST TOOK A DEEP DIVE - HA HA! I GUESS YOU DON'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT SWIMMING, DIANA!

I'LL ADMIT I'M NERVOUS - I GET ALL UPSET WATCHING THESE THINGS. I'LL SEE YOU LATER.

Finding a place to hide, Diana changes her clothes so swiftly that she is not observed.

THERE'S NOT A SECOND TO LOSE - SOMETHING'S HAPPENED TO THAT GIRL UNDER WATER OR I'M NOT AN AMAZON!
Hiding Diana's clothes hastily, Wonder Woman slips into the water.

With her Amazon ability to hold her breath for long periods underwater, Wonder Woman swims straight down, searching the depths for Ginny.

In a tangle of seaweed and rocks, the keen-eyed Amazon spies Virginia's limp body anchored to the bottom.

The Holliday girls, meanwhile, become concerned over Virginia's disappearance. "Woo woo, something musta happened to Ginny - dive in, everybody and look for her!"

But their underwater search is futile. "It's too deep - we can't stay down long enough to search the bottom!"

"Puff-blub! Wish Wonder Woman was here!"

As if in answer to Etta's wish, Wonder Woman herself appears from the watery depths.

Wonder Woman! Wonder Woman! Wonder Woman!

"I've got Ginny, girls - but don't know whether she's alive or not!"

"Yeah, girl - she's comin' to!"

Applying her Amazon system of artificial respiration, Wonder Woman brings Ginny back to life.

"Yeah, girl - she's comin' to!"
WONDER WOMAN

Virginia's First Words astonish everybody.

A - A MAN - A HANDSOME MAN - HIT ME ON THE HEAD - UNDERWATER!

Woo woo! The gal's delirious!

By golly, she's got a bump, all right - no wonder she was seein' things! She probably dove too deep and hit her head on the rocks!

Slipping away from the girls, wonder woman quickly changes back to Diana.

Gee, Di, you missed all the excitement - where you been?

I heard wonder woman's voice and hurried back - but she was just leaving!

I have to listen to colonel Darnell's radio speech - do you mind if I turn on the radio?

Please do, Diana - I'd like to hear your distinguished chief of the intelligence service!

Citizens of America, I'm proud to say that army intelligence has purged our country of enemy agents - BZZ - RKR - K / Balzo Arquash Flustra Bewarish Vastig Unskipo Bool - and that is a typical case from our records!

Woo woo! The Colonel's gone batty! T - t - I don't understand!

We Amazons have to learn every Earth language, modern and ancient - but this gibberish means nothing to me!

That evening, at a dance given by Virginia, a handsome guest from a neighboring estate produces a strange effect upon the hostess.

I'm your neighbor, Mephisto Saturno -

You're the man who knocked me on the head while I was underwater!
BUT MISS TRUE, HOW ABSURD! WHY SHOULD I HIT YOU? AND UNDER WATER? YOU MUST HAVE DREAMED THIS!

I DON'T KNOW! I SAW YOU SWIMMING AS I DOVE OFF—MAYBE I DID DREAM IT AFTER HITTING MY HEAD!

I CAN'T SEE WHY SATURNO SHOULD HIT GINNY UNDER WATER—UNLESS HE'S CRAZY! BUT THAT QUEER RADIO INTERFERENCE WITH DARNELL'S SPEECH WHICH FOLLOWED—I JUST GOT A HUNCH—HIM—I'M GOING TO TRY A FANTASTIC EXPERIMENT!

STEALING UP BEHIND SATURNO WHILE HE'S ALONE ON THE TERRACE, DIANA REPEATS THE STRANGE WORDS SHE HEARD OVER THE RADIO.

BALZO ARQUASH FLUSTRA BEWARISH VASTA UNSKIPO Bool—GAGOOLIA!

WHIRLING SAVAGELY WITHOUT WARNING, SATURNO SEIZES DIANA BY THE THROAT.

WHO ARE YOU? IF YOU'RE ONE OF US, GIVE THE INTERPLANETARY PASSWORD!

UG—ULP—

I THOUGHT SO—YOU'RE ONE OF WONDER WOMAN'S SPIES! SHE'S THE ONLY EARTH PERSON WE FEAR—SHE SAVED THE BLONDE GIRL TODAY BUT SHE CAN'T SAVE YOU!

EXERTING HER MIGHTY STRENGTH SUFFICIENTLY TO TEAR SATURNO'S DEATH GRIP FROM HER THROAT, DIANA BEGS FOR MERCY.

SPARE ME, I'LL SURRENDER!

VERY WELL—WALK AHEAD OF ME TO THE SHORE, YOUR HANDS BEHIND YOU!

TAKE THE LEFT PATH TO MY BOATHOUSE!

VERY WELL, I'LL OBEY!
IN THE BOATHOUSE, SATURNO'S ASSISTANTS BIND DIANA'S HANDS.

"TAKE HER-ISTRAP QTO!" "YAM, OOMO! THERE'S THAT WEIRD LANGUAGE AGAIN—WHAT CAN IT BE?"

THE BOTTOM OF THE "BOAT" MOVES DOWN AN ELEVATOR SHAFT INTO SUBMARINE DEPTHS.

"HOW INGENIOUS! WHO'D EVER SUSPECT THIS BOAT OF BEING A DISGUISED ELEVATOR?"

SILENCE, PRISONER!"

AT THE END OF THE SHAFT, DIANA IS LED ALONG A PASSAGE UNDER THE SEA BOTTOM.

"AT LAST THEY REACH A SUBMARINE CHAMBER."

"THIS MUST BE THE RADIO BROADCASTING STATION THAT SENT THOSE MYSTERIOUS MESSAGES."

WHAT A POWERFUL SENDING SET!"

"STAND AWAY FROM THAT—IT IS INDEED POWERFUL! WITH THAT SET AND THE OCEAN FOR AN AERIAL, WE SEND MESSAGES TO SATURN, OUR HOME PLANET."

SO THAT STRANGE LANGUAGE IS SATURNIC? NOW THAT I KNOW YOUR SECRET, I SUPPOSE YOU'LL KILL ME!"

"CAGE OUR CHICKADEE SECURELY, WE'LL RETURN FOR HER WHEN OUR FRIENDS ARRIVE—AH! TONIGHT SEES THE COMPLETION OF OUR GREAT WORK! I'LL SEE YOU LATER, LITTLE PRISONER!"

"OH, NO—WE SATURNITES NEVER KILL PRISONERS WHO'LL MAKE USEFUL SLAVES—I'LL CARRY YOU CAPTIVE TO SATURN!"

"THAT'S WHAT YOU THINK!"
LEFT ALONE, DIANA SNAPS HER WRIST ROPE.

THEM HAD MY WRISTS QUITE WELL BOUND BUT THIS CAGE WOULDN'T HOLD AN AMAZON BABY!

TRANSFORMING HERSELF QUICKLY TO WONDER woman, THE AMAZON PRINCESS SEARCHES THE SUBMARINE ROOM.

AH-- AS I suspected-- an air-lock chamber! This will lead into the ocean above.

EMERGING FROM THE ESCAPE HATCH, WONDER Woman finds herself near the spot where she found GINNY unconscious.

HM-- SATURNO THOUGHT GINNY SAW HIM LEAVING THAT UNDERWATER DOOR-- THAT'S WHY HE TRIED TO KILL HER!

WONDER Woman hastily assembles her Holliday Girls.

FANTASTIC AS IT SEEMS, THIS SATURNO IS A SPY FROM SATURN! TONIGHT HE'S EXPECTING INVADERS FROM HIS PLANET-- WE'LL HIDE HERE AND SURPRISE THEM!

WOO WOO! SOME MEN TO CATCH!

THE GIRLS WAIT PATIENTLY-- IT IS AFTER MIDNIGHT WHEN THE KEEN-EYED AMAZON SPIES A PERISCOPE BREAKING THE SEA SURFACE.

LOOK-- MUST BE A SUBMARINE-- LET'S GO!

SWIMMING UNDER WATER TO AVOID BEING SEEN THROUGH THE PERISCOPE, THE GIRLS APPROACH A HUGE, DARK HULK.
Swimming beneath the strange vessel, Wonder Woman finds a huge metal tube entering Saturnia's escape hatch.

Saturno and his friends enter the ship through this tube—how clever! But I'd better find another entrance...

If we enter this door, we may take the Saturnians by surprise.

Etta and Ginny hold the door open while Wonder Woman leads her girls into the mysterious interior of the Saturnian ship.

I don't like this—I'll bet there's no candy aboard this ship!

With her girls inside the weird vessel, the intrepid Amazon closes the sea door.

The girls find themselves inside a half-flooded ship's compartment.

There's a door, girls—I'll open it and we'll raid them from the rear.

But as Wonder Woman bursts open door after door, they find the cabins empty—the ship seems deserted.

I expected anything but this—we've searched this ship from stem to stern and found nobody!
SUDDENLY, IN THE CONTROL CABIN, WONDER WOMAN SEES A LEVER MOVE, APPARENTLY WITHOUT AID OF HUMAN HAND.

WELL I'LL BE A KANGA'S GRANDMOTHER!

THRUSTING OUT HER HAND, THE AMAZON MAID FEELS HUMAN FLESH.

THERE'S SOMEBODY AT THOSE CONTROLS BUT—BUT—HE'S INVISIBLE!

WONDER WOMAN TRIES AN EXPERIMENT.

IF YOU CAN HIT A THING, IT'S REAL—AH— THERE'S A REAL MAN AT THOSE CONTROLS!

ETTA ALSO TRIES AN EXPERIMENT.

AS ETTA TURNS OFF THE INVISIBILITY RAYS, A CIRCLE OF STRANGE SATURNIAN FIGURES BECOME VISIBLE.

Eskat Boru.

IF THIS SWITCH TURNS ON 'INVISIBILITY RAYS' SOMETHIN' OUGHT TO BECOME VISIBLE WHEN I DISCONNECT IT.

IF YOU MEAN SURRENDER I SUPPOSE WE'D BETTER—YOU'VE GOT THE DROP ON MY GIRLS!

UNDER THE GUNS OF THE SATURNIANS, THE GIRLS LINE UP, FACING THE WALL.
EXPECTING TO BE BOUND, THE GIRLS ARE CAUGHT UNAWARE AS THE SATURNIANS SHOOT THEIR PRISONERS.

WONDER WOMAN WHIRLS ABOUT, CATCHING THE GUNFIRE ON HER BRACELETS BUT SOME FLAME ALREADY HAS STRUCK HER UNPROTECTED BACK.

WHAT—WHAT'S HAPPENING TO ME? I CAN'T KEEP MY FEET DOWN!

THAT RED FLAME FROM THE SATURNIAN GUNS IS A REVERSE GRAVITY RAY—IT MAKES YOU RISE FEET FIRST.

THE STRANGE EFFECT OF THE SATURNIAN RAYS HOLDS THE PRISONERS HELPLESS AGAINST THE CEILING.

SATURNO! YES—YOU SEEM UPSET, WONDER WOMAN—HA HA! YOU PRIMITIVE EARTHINGS CAN NEVER HOPE TO COMBAT OUR SATURNIC SCIENCE!

I'LL ADMIT YOUR INVISIBILITY RAYS ARE CLEVER.

OH, NO—QUITE ELEMENTARY! WHEN CERTAIN RAYS FALL ON OUR BLACK PROTECTIVE SUITS, ALL LIGHT IS ABSORBED—THERE'S NO ILLUMINATION FOR THE HUMAN EYE TO SEE.

ALL RIGHT—YOU OUT-SMARTED US—BUT HOW LONG DO WE HAVE TO STAND ON OUR HEADS?

UNTIL WE REACH SATURN—BUT ON SECOND THOUGHT, WE'D BETTER PUT YOU IN CAPTIVE'S SANDALS IMMEDIATELY!

HOW CAN YOU TAKE US TO THE PLANET SATURN IN A SUBMARINE, MY LEARNT FRIEND?

AH, BUT THIS IS MORE THAN A SUBMARINE! THIS IS A SUBMO—SPACE SHIP—IT MOVES UNDER WATER AND THROUGH SPACE WITH EQUAL SPEED!
AT THIS MOMENT, THE POWERFUL SATURNIC AMPHIBIAN BREAKS THE OCEAN'S SURFACE FAR FROM SHORE AND SOARS INTO THE BLUE.

INSIDE THE SHIP WONDER WOMAN SENDS A MENTAL RADIO MESSAGE:

CALLING STEVE TREVOR—GIRLS AND I ARE KIDNAPPED IN SATURNIAN SPACE SHIP HEADING FOR PLANET SATURN. GET MY PLANET AND FOLLOW MY MENTAL RADIO BEAM.

A SATURNIC GIRL PUTS 'CAPTIVE SANDALS' ON WONDER WOMAN'S FEET.

WONDER WOMAN'S GIRLS, THEIR FEET HELD TO THE FLOOR BY WEIGHTED SANDALS, ARE HELPED TO THEIR CAGES BY SATURNIC GIRL GUARDS.

WONDER WOMAN, THOUGH FETTERED, IS ENTERTAINED AS A GUEST IN SATURNO'S CABIN.

I REGRET THAT YOU MUST REMAIN A SATURNIC PRISONER, WONDER WOMAN—DRINK THIS STIMULANT OF CONCENTRATED VITAMINS—IT WILL REVIVE YOUR FLAGGING SPIRITS.

SATURN IS ABOUT TO CONQUER EARTH! FOR MANY YEARS, I AND MY ASSISTANTS HAVE SPIED UPON YOUR PLANET—YOU ARE THE ONLY ENEMY WE FEARED! THIS SATURNIC EXPEDITION WAS SENT TO CAPTURE YOU—WE'VE SUCCEEDED.
STEVE, MEANWHILE, RECEIVES WONDER WOMAN’S MENTAL MESSAGE AND TAKES OFF IN HER AMAZON PLANE.

BLISTERING BLAZES! WHY WILL THAT BEAUTIFUL GAL ALWAYS INVITE TROUBLE? IF SHE'D ONLY MARRIED ME, SHE'D BE HOME COOKING MY DINNER RIGHT NOW.

STEVE PICKS UP WONDER WOMAN’S MENTAL RADIO BEAM AND RACES AFTER THE SATURNIAN SPACE SHIP AT 2500 MILES AN HOUR.

I MUST OVERTAKE THE SATURNIAN PLANE BEFORE IT LEAVES EARTH’S ATMOSPHERE!

WONDER WOMAN, ON THE SATURNIAN SHIP, BURSTS HER ARM BANDS.

I’M GETTING BORED WITH YOUR BOASTING, MY FRIEND—TAKE ME TO THE TOP DECK OF THIS SHIP—OR ELSE!

WHAT—ULP—I—NO—NEVER!

BUT THE MAGIC LASSO SOON PERSUADES SATURNO.

I CAN’T UNDERSTAND THIS—IT ISN’T SCIENTIFIC—but something COMPELLS me TO OBEY YOU!

THE DARING AMAZON CRAWLS ALONG THE TOP OF THE HUGE AIRSHIP AND ATTACKS HER MAGIC LASSO TO ITS MOORING RING.

HELP! PLEASE—PULL ME UP!

AS THE AMAZON PLANE APPEARS OVERHEAD, WONDER WOMAN TEARS OFF HER WEIGHTED SANDALS.

THERE’S GOOD OLD STEVE IN MY PLANE—NOW FOR AN INTERESTING EXPERIMENT!
WITH HER FOOT WEIGHTS REMOVED, WONDER WOMAN SOARS UPWARD, FEET FIRST, PROPELLED BY THE SATURNIC REVERSE GRAVITY RAY CHARGING HER BODY.

AS WONDER WOMAN HEARS HER PLANE, THE REVERSE GRAVITY CHARGE, WHICH SHE HAD PARTLY REPELLED WITH HER BRACELETS, SUDDENLY GIVES OUT.

GREAT APHRODITE— I'M FALLING!

BUT STEVE, ALREADY DESCENDING ON THE AIR LADDER, CATCHES THE AMAZON'S ANKLES IN THE NICK OF TIME.

QUICK, THINKING, BOY FRIEND— YOU'VE SAVED MY LIFE AGAIN!

WITH WONDER WOMAN AT THE CONTROLS, A TERRIFIC STRUGGLE TAKES PLACE BETWEEN THE AMAZON PLANE AND THE SATURNIAN SPACE SHIP—SLOWLY, THE SATURNA'S BOWS ARE TURNED BACK TOWARD EARTH.

YOU'RE WINNING, BEAUTIFUL— THE ENEMY IS YOURS!

BUT THE SATURNIANS, WHEN THEY REALIZE THEIR SHIP IS CAPTURED, LEAP INTO SPACE, PREFERING DEATH TO CAPTURE!

SAFELY RETURNED TO EARTH, THE GIRLS PROTEST THEIR SATURNIAN SANDALS.

SAID, WONDER WOMAN, WHEN'LL YOU TAKE THIS LOAD OFF MY FEET?

WHEN YOUR REVERSE GRAVITY CHARGE RUNS OUT IN TWO DAYS— OTHERWISE, YOU'LL BE WALKING ON CLOUDS! MEANWHILE, WATCH YOUR STEP!
HERE'S A SUGGESTION WE'D LIKE TO DROP WITH YOU. TRY WHEATIES .... AND LET THOSE BIG WHOLE WHEAT FLAKES CONVINCE YOU THAT THE GOOD BREAKFAST YOU NEED CAN BE REAL FUN TO EAT. YOU GET CRACK WHOLE GRAIN NOURISHMENT IN WHEATIES. THE SAME VALUABLE FOOD ENERGY RECOMMENDED BY LEADING COACHES AND FAMOUS ATHLETES. YOU GET THAT WELL-KNOWN "SECOND HELPING" FLAVOR, TOO. A ZIPPY, NUT-SWEET FLAVOR THAT MAKES A DIRECT HIT WITH YOU. TAKE OFF WITH A LOAD OF GOOD NOURISHMENT AND GOOD FLAVOR AND GOOD FUN... EVERY MORNING. TAKE ON A MAN-SIZED BOWLFUL OF MILK, FRUIT, AND WHEATIES, "BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS."
JULIETTE LOW
1861–1927

Gracious, witty, headstrong
JULIETTE LOW gave up her birth-
right of wealth and pleasure to
devote her life to the Girl
Scouts of America!

The movement that started with
eight girls at a tea party in 1912
now numbers close to a million,
their creed being devotion to
duty and helpfulness to others!
A never-failing source of
strength to those who worked
with her—Daisy—as friends
called her—blithely battered
down obstacles that would have
stopped lesser women, by simply
ignoring them!

Girl scouting was an idea she
brought home from England and
she didn’t rest until she had seen
the movement spread over the
entire world...

One night in 1864, young Daisy was rudely
awakened from sleep by a cry that
struck fear into the heart of every
Southerner!

THE YANKEES IS HERE MARM!!

GET DAISY OUT OF BED, ELIZA—HURRY!

Juliette Gordon amazed
her family by revealing
at the age of three
an interest in
peace and
good fellowship!

Now don’t cry, children! General Sherman knows my parents
up north and he’s putting a
guard around our house even
though your father is a Con
federate captain!

When this cruel
war is over

They’re singing when this cruel war
is over... and they’re doing it all
themselves!
Touched by the poverty of her neighbors during the Reconstruction Era, Daisy organized the Helpful Hands Sewing Club...

But Tony got into a street fight a little later and...

Look! The sleeve of our suit is coming out! And-and that boy didn't pull it hardly at all!

Oh, ho, ho! Why don't you call yourselves the Helpless Hands Sewing Club?

In 1886, Juliette Gordon married William Low, an Englishman. As the couple left after the ceremony...

Oh! That rice they're throwing at us--a piece got in my ear...and it hurts!

The piece of rice caused an abscess which made Juliette low partially deaf for life!

During the Spanish-American War, Juliette helped her mother nurse sick soldiers during the epidemic in Miami, Florida...

You have to organize to get things done...we couldn't have saved this many lives, mother, no matter how many of us there were, without working together like this....
LATER, JULIETTE WENT BACK TO ENGLAND WITH HER HUSBAND, WHERE HE DIED NOT LONG AFTER. THEN ONE DAY AT A PARTY, SHE MET LORD BADEN-POWELL.

OH, AREN'T YOU THE FOUNDER OF THIS BOY SCOUT MOVEMENT IN ENGLAND? PLEASE TELL ME ABOUT YOUR WORK!

GLADLY, MRS. LOW!

JULIETTE BECAME SO INTERESTED THAT SHE JOINED THE COMPANION MOVEMENT TO THE BOY SCOUTS... THE GIRL GUIDES!

MY! YOU'RE KIND TO TEACH US GIRLS IN GLEN VALLEY HOW TO SPIN, MRS. LOW!

POULTRY-RAISING IS FUN... AND HELPS US EARN MONEY! PRETTY SOON OUR TROOP WILL BE ABLE TO BUY UNIFORMS!

BUY 'EM? WE'LL MAKE THEM OURSELVES, GIRLS.

WITH THE GIRL GUIDES SHE VISITED ENGLAND, JULIETTE RETURNED TO SAVANNAH IN 1912, WHERE SHE INVITED EIGHT GIRLS TO A TEA-PARTY AT HER HOME....

LOOK AT THOSE PICTURES OF THE GIRL GUIDES... SAY WHY CAN'T WE HAVE SOMETHING LIKE THAT IN SAVANNAH?

THAT WAS ALL. JULIETTE HAD TO HEAR! THAT NIGHT SHE TELEPHONED HER BEST FRIEND...

COME RIGHT OVER, I'VE GOT SOMETHING FOR THE GIRLS OF SAVANNAH, AND ALL AMERICA, AND ALL THE WORLD, AND WE'RE GOING TO START TONIGHT!

TIRELESSLY, SHE TRAVELED... LECTURED... ORGANIZED TROOPS ALL OVER THE U.S.!

ON MY HONOR, I WILL TRY TO DO MY DUTY TO GOD AND MY COUNTRY... TO HELP OTHER PEOPLE AT ALL TIMES, TO OBEY THE GIRL SCOUT LAW.

(DAISY, AS HER FRIENDS CALLED HER) TURNED HER DEAFNESS TO ADVANTAGE—SHE NEVER HEARD ANYONE SAY NOT TO THE GIRL SCOUTS!

BUT, DAISY, I'VE NO TIME TO BE A GIRL SCOUT ORGANIZER...

FINE... YOU SAY? GOOD GIRL! I KNEW YOU'D DO IT—

THE GIRL SCOUT MOVEMENT GREW RAPIDLY! DURING THE FIRST WORLD WAR THE GIRL SCOUTS WERE AWARDED A MEDAL BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT FOR PATRIOTIC SERVICE.
****

Jane, let's hold a World Camp next year! Next year! Why, Daisy...it'll take years to build a camp big enough...

But a World Camp has been my fondest dream! And if we can't have it next year, Jane...I'll never see it!

**

Juliette had hidden from even her closest associates the fact that she was gravely ill.

The entire Girl Scout organization worked at fever pitch that their beloved Founder's dream might come true! In May, 1926 the Camp completed and delegates arrived from every country in which there were Girl Scouts:

Each delegate placed a faggot on the camp fire in token of the gifts of her nation to the world...

Austria offers her great music!

China offers her ancient civilization!

South Africa offers gold and diamonds!

When Juliette returned to her Savannah home, the National Board of Girl Scouts sent her a telegram...

You are not only the first Girl Scout—you are the best Girl Scout of them all!

Juliette passed away in the Winter after the opening of the world Camp her dream fulfilled!

And our dream, and that of our allies...for a lasting peace shall be realized if we can but attain the spirit of understanding and cooperation among nations that this gallant Wonder Woman leader fostered among girls!
Saturn is about to invade our planet. Earth inhabitants are helpless, overcome by a strange, mysterious lassitude. We'll all be Saturn's slaves before we even know we've been attacked unless Wonder Woman can save us. But can she? That is the terrific problem imposed by Earth's coming conquerors. Wonder Woman's relentless battle against stupendous odds will thrill you to the core in this amazing story of "The Sky Road."

Steve and Diana attend the trial of Mephisto Saturno, a confessed spy of the planet Saturn, captured by Wonder Woman.

"I sentence you to 99 years' imprisonment at hard labor!"

"Ha ha! Judge, you're amusing!"

You won't find life imprisonment amusing.

I'll be out of prison in exactly 20 days—mark the date on your calendar, Judge! Then I'll complete my mission."
SATURNO’S MISSION IS PREPARING EARTH FOR INVASION FROM SATURN. HE KIDNAPPED THE HOLIDAY GIRLS ONCE, STEVE—he may do it again.

NONSENSE. HE’LL BE SAFE IN PRISON FROM NOW ON.

SEVENTH DAY SHE TELEPHONES THE PRISON.


EARLY NEXT MORNING, DIANA WAKES WITH A QUEER FEELING OF weakness and lassitude.

WHAT’S THE MATTER WITH ME? I FEEL HALF DEAD—LISTLESS—too feeble to move.

BUT A COLD SHOWER RESTORES HER AMAZON VIGOR.

THERE’S NOTHING LIKE COLD WATER TO PEPE A GIRL UP—but why did I feel so dozy?

DIANA TAKES A BUS TO THE OFFICE BUT FINDS THE DRIVER IN A QUEER CONDITION.

CAN’T BE BOTHERED GIVIN’ YOU NICKLES—NEV’MIND PAYIN’ FARE. GREAT HERA—THIS DRIVER MUST BE DRUNK.

WELL, HOW’S THE BUS DRIVER’S GONE TO SLEEP.

SNATCHING THE DRIVER FROM HIS SEAT, DIANA STOPS THE BUS NOT A SECOND TOO SOON.

WATCHING THE ROAD IN FRONT, DIANA SEES THE BUS HEADING STRAIGHT FOR A TRAFFIC POLICEMAN.

YE GODS—THE BUS DRIVER’S GONE TO SLEEP.

NO SMOKIN’
Diana finds the traffic officer also in a peculiar state of mind. Here's the driver who nearly killed you, Officer—he must be drunk! All right, let the poor guy have his fun.

Disgusted, Diana walks to the office. With a driver too drunk to drive and a cop too lazy to arrest him, civic virtue's taking an awful flop—I don't know what this city's coming to—but, oh well—it's not my business!

As Diana enters her office, a buzzer is ringing continuously. That's Colonel Darnell's buzzer—what's the matter with the man, can't he give me time to get my hat off?

Hurrying to the chief's office, she finds him asleep, his finger accidentally pressing the buzzer button. Merciful Minerva—he must be terribly tired—should I wake him? I'll ask Steve.

But Steve, too, is fast asleep! Wake up, Steve! What's the matter with these men? I'm beginning to feel drowsy myself—oh! Oh! There's the phone!

Diana Prince speaking—what?—Saturno! Yes, I left prison this morning on schedule, the guards were asleep, ha! ha! You'll be asleep soon too—my Saturnic lassitude gas is flooding the country, tell Wonder Woman I'm taking her holiday girls to Saturn immediately.

With amazing speed, Diana transforms herself to Wonder Woman and gets into action. So that's why everybody's sleepy—the air's full of lassitude gas! I must resist it—Saturno shall not take my girls to Saturn!
SPEEDING TO HOLIDAY COLLEGE, THE AMAZON MAID SEES A STRANGE RED METAL GLOBE.
I'M JUST IN TIME - THE GIRLS ARE GASSED AND THE SATURNIANS ARE PUTTING THEM ON A SPACESHIP!

THE SATURNIC LEADER SPRAYS WONDER WOMAN WITH LASSITUDE GAS BUT THE POWERFUL AMAZON HOLDS HER BREATH.

ISHTIG SASO-SATURNO SAID YOU'D COME-HAHA!

I'LL LAUGH IN A MINUTE, MR. BLACK PANTS.

AND SHE WHO LAUGHS LAST LAUGHS LONGEST - HA HA, HA HA.

THE SATURNIANS CLOSE IN ON WONDER WOMAN WITH THEIR GAS SPRAYS.

LASSOING THE LEADER WITH HER MAGIC LASSO, THE AMAZON MAKES HIM CIRCLE HIS COMPANIONS, ROPING THEM TOGETHER IN A HELPLESS HUDDLE.

ANTIGO MARCH! - I AM COMPelled TO OBEY YOU! 
RESCUING HER GIRLS FROM THE SPACE SHIP, WONDER WOMAN REVIVES THEM WITH OXYGEN FROM THE COLLEGE HOSPITAL.

GIVE ETTA SOME CANDY — THAT'LL WAKE HER UP.

LEAVING THE SATURNIANS BOUND WITH HER MAGIC LASSO IN CHARGE OF THE HOLLIDAY GIRLS, WONDER WOMAN RACES BACK TO STEVE'S OFFICE TO FIND — SATURNO!

(GREAT HERA — YOU!)

DELIGHTED TO SEE YOU, WONDER WOMAN!

STAND STILL, PLEASE! I EXPECTED YOU'D COME HERE LOOKING FOR TREVOR. IF YOU ESCAPED US AT HOLLIDAY COLLEGE, BUT STEVE'S MY PRISONER ALREADY ON BOARD A SATURNIAN SPACE SHIP!

I DON'T BELIEVE YOU!

I THOUGHT YOU MIGHT REQUIRE PROOF, SO I GAVE PRISONER TREVOR PERMISSION TO BROADCAST ON YOUR INGENIOUS MENTAL RADIO. NOTE THE 'S' ON TREVOR'S FOREHEAD — IT MEANS HE'S A SATURNIAN SLAVE!

CALLING WONDER WOMAN! SATURNIAN LASSITUDE GAS PUT ME TO SLEEP — I WOKE A PRISONER ON A SATURNIAN SPACE SHIP! THEY THREATEN TO KILL ME IF YOU ATTEMPT RESCUE BUT PAY NO ATTENTION —

TREVOR WILL BE KILLED UNLESS YOU SURRENDER. I MUST BIND YOU WITH YOUR MAGIC LASSO — I DISCOVERED WHAT THAT DOES TO A PRISONER!

I LEFT MY LASSO AT HOLLIDAY COLLEGE, BUT I'LL SUBMIT SO LONG AS STEVE ISN'T HURT!

WONDER WOMAN IS LED ON BOARD SATURNO'S SPACE SHIP — SHE IS FETTERED BY WOMEN WELDERS.

TREEKEE ISKAWITCH — THIS SLAVE CAN'T RUN AWAY VERY FAST.

NISKI! NON-SATURNO SAYS WELDING THESE BRACELETS TOGETHER REMOVES HER SUPER-STRENGTH.
Wonder Woman is kept in solitary confinement during the journey to Saturn.

Alkara Oostoo—I’ve learned your Saturnian language. How fares the Earth prisoner Trevor?

He’s an unwilling slave—but we’ll tame him.

The captain of women, who has learned Earth languages, instructs Steve. Only slaves do any physical work on Saturn. Saturnian free girls direct the slaves. Great men of Saturn engage only in science and war.

What a planet!

Our scientific machines have left only a few tasks to be done by human labor—scrubbing floors is one of them. Begin. What if I refuse—will you whip me?

I don’t think I’ll whip you much at first—you look too strong—willed to be broken easily by the lash. I’d have to weaken your will first—by starvation.

What a cold-blooded wench you are!

Oh yes, we Saturnians are utterly inhuman. We regard ourselves as machines. If you’ll work you may eat—but only 3 concentrated food capsules now.

I’m hungry enough to eat nails—I’ll play this game your way.

Scrub that spot again?

Okay boss—I’ll do a good job so long as you vamp me with concentrated food capsules—but what wouldn’t give for a good steak.
WITH SATURNIC EFFICIENCY, THE RED METAL GLOBE SETTLES INTO ITS HOME CRADLE ON THE ROOF OF SATURNO'S PALACE ON THE PLANET SATURN.

TO PREPARE WONDER WOMAN FOR MOVING WITHOUT RELAXING HER ANKLE FETTERS, HER FEET ARE FASTENED TO A "PRISONER'S PERAMBULATOR" FREQUENTLY USED BY SATURNIANS.

BY MEANS OF AN ELECTRIC MOTOR IN THE PRISONER'S PERAMBULATOR, A GIRL GUARD TAKES HER AMAZON CAPTIVE TO THE SATURNIC EMPEROR'S AUDIENCE CHAMBER.

I PRESENT TO YOUR MAJESTY A NOTABLE CAPTIVE—EARTH PLANET'S CHIEF DEFENDER, WONDER WOMAN.

WHY, SHE'S A GIRL! A SMALL GIRL AT THAT—SMALL AND WEAK! WE'RE CONQUERING EARTH TO GET A NEW SUPPLY OF STRONG SLAVES FOR PHYSICAL LABOR—I'M DISAPPOINTED IN YOU, SATURNO.

BUT THIS CAPTIVE GIRL IS STRONGER THAN TEN CRUSHING MACHINES, MAJESTY! TO HOLD HER HELPLESS, I HAD TO HAVE THESE UNBREAKABLE BANDS WELDED ON HER WRISTS AND ANKLES!

BAH! THOSE HEAVY FETTERS ARE NOT NECESSARY FOR SUCH A SLENDER SLAVE—TAKE THEM OFF AND PUT THE GIRL IN LIGHT WORKING CHAINS!

SINCE YOU WANT THESE FETTERS REMOVED I'LL GLADLY DO IT FOR YOU. I'M CERTAINLY TIRED OF WEARING THEM!

SACRED MEPHISTOPHELES—THIS EARTH GIRL'S STRENGTH IS INCREDIBLE!
I PROMISED TO SUBMIT PROVIDED STEVE TREVOR ISN'T HURT—LET ME SEE HIM.

WE SATURNIANS MAKE NO BARGAINS WITH SLAVES—THE GUARDS WILL TREAT TREVOR AS THEY CHOOSE—YOU CANNOT SEE HIM.

THAT RELEASES ME FROM MY PROMISE! I'LL FREE STEVE OR--

QUICKLY A SLAVE PASSES HER TRAY OF ELECTRIC DEVICES TO THE EMPEROR.

ON SATURN WE SUBDUE REBELLIOUS SLAVES WITHOUT EXERTING OURSELVES!

FROM THE SMALL ELECTRIC CASE ON THE EMPEROR'S TRAY, A POWERFUL BLUE RAY FLASHES STRAIGHT TO WONDER WOMAN'S FOREHEAD.

HA HA! THE § ON A SLAVE'S FOREHEAD ADMITS THIS RAY TO THE BRAIN AND PARALYZES IT COMPLETELY--PUT NEW CHAINS ON THAT GIRL!

WHILE THE SATURNIC EMPEROR HOLDS WONDER WOMAN PARALYZED, MEN SLAVES WELD HEAVY CHAINS ON HER AMAZON BRACELETS!

MERCIFUL MINERVA! MEN CHAINING MY BRACELETS DEPRIVES ME OF MY AMAZON STRENGTH BY APHRODITE'S LAW.

MERCY, MAJESTY, THESE FETTERS ARE TOO HEAVY.

I'VE LOST MY STRENGTH BUT IF I CAN ONLY GET HIM TO CHANGE THESE TO LIGHTER CHAINS--

YOU'LL HAVE TO WEAR THEM--IF YOU COMPLAIN, I'LL MAKE YOUR CHAINS HEAVIER!
A GUARD INSTRUCTS THE NEW SLAVE IN HER DUTIES:
YOU WILL WORK ON THE INVASION ROAD TO EARTH.
WHAT—A ROAD FROM SATURN TO EARTH? IMPOSSIBLE!

BUILDING A SKY ROAD FROM ONE PLANET TO ANOTHER WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR YOU STUPID EARTHLINGS BUT IT'S EASY FOR US SATURNIANS. WE TAKE MATERIAL FROM SATURN'S RINGS AND HOLD IT IN PLACE WITH ANTI-GRAVITY RAYS!

AT SKYROAD HEADQUARTERS WONDER WOMAN IS DELIVERED TO THE CONSTRUCTION CHIEF.
HERE'S A NEW SLAVE!
AH, THE EARTH GIRL! YOU CAN GIVE ME SOME INFORMATION I NEED! HERE—LOOK AT THIS PICTURE OF OUR SKY ROAD!

THIS SKY ROAD IS AMAZING! I DON'T SEE HOW—
I'LL EXPLAIN TO YOU, IGNORANT EARTH SLAVE—

MILLIONS OF YEARS AGO SATURN HAD 10 MOONS. NOW WE HAVE BUT 9. ONE MOON WAS DRAWN TOO CLOSE TO SATURN. THE PLANET'S GRAVITATIONAL PULL BECAME TOO GREAT SO THE MOON EXPLODED!
THE MOON FLEW INTO BILLIONS OF FRAGMENTS WHICH WERE HELD BY THE PLANET'S ATTRACTION, CALLED GRAVITY, AS THE MOON HAD BEEN. THE FRAGMENTS BEGAN REVOLVING AROUND SATURN MAKING THE RINGS YOU NOW SEE.

ON A HIGH TOWER WE MOUNTED A POWERFUL ANTI-GRAVITY RAY PROJECTOR. IT'S RAYS RELEASE MOON FRAGMENTS WHICH FLY OUT INTO SPACE, CARRYING AIR WITH THEM. OUR SLAVES ARE BUILDING THIS MATERIAL INTO A FIRM CAUSEWAY THROUGH THE SKY.

WONDER WOMAN, REALIZING IMMEDIATELY THAT SATURNIANS CAN INVADE EARTH SUCCESSFULLY OVER THE SKY ROAD, FEELS DESPAIR.

THE EARTH IS DOOMED AND I AM CHAINED—WEAK-HELPLESS!

THE QUESTION NOW IS WHERE TO BRING OUR SKY ROAD DOWN ON EARTH? SHOW ME, SLAVE, THE BEST SPOT TO LAND SATURNIC TROOPS SECRETLY IN AMERICA?

I'LL SHOW YOU NOTHING!

IMPUDENT SLAVE— I'LL PUT YOU IN THE CHAIN GANG UNTIL YOU SUBMIT.

DO WHAT YOU LIKE WITH ME—I'LL NEVER BETRAY MY HOME PLANET!

COME, CAPTIVE— WE SATURNIANS KNOW HOW TO SUBDU REBELLIOUS SLAVES.
WONDER WOMAN IS HOISTED TO THE TOP OF THE SKY ROAD TOWER, 20 MILES HIGH, AT LIGHTNING SPEED.

I FEEL LIKE A DEFlated BALLOON GOING INTO THE STRatosPHERE.

ON THE TOWER TOP, THE AMAZON MAID IS LOADED WITH HEAVY CONSTRUCTION TOOLS.

RUN 'OVER TO THAT CHAIN GANG, SLAVE.'

I SAID RUN - SLAVES MUST NEVER WALK!

BUT WONDER WOMAN, DESPITE HER STRENGTH-REDUCING CHAINS, CAN STILL PUT UP A GOOD FIGHT.

IF YOU LIKE PUSHING GAMES, BIG GIRL, I'LL PLAY.

GUARDS COME RUNNING FROM ALL DIRECTIONS.

OH-W-ULP!

THIS EARTH GIRL'S A FIENDHO, SISTERS! WE NEED HELP!

DEPRIVED OF HER SUPERSTRENGTH BY MAN-WELDED CHAINS, WONDER WOMAN GOES DOWN UNDER AN AVALANCHE OF SATURNIANS.

HELD HER FAST, GIRLS - SHE'S STRONG AS 50 DEMONS.
THIS LOOKS LIKE MY FINISH—IF ONLY I COULD BREAK THESE MAN-WELDED CHAINS!

AT THAT MOMENT STEVE MARCHING WITH A LABOR GANG, SEES WONDER WOMAN AND ACTS WITH LIGHTNING SPEED.

DROP THAT CLUB!

UG-ULP!

QUICK, STEVE—CUT THESE CHAINS!

OKAY, BEAUTIFUL—CAN'T SEE WHY YOU DON'T BREAK 'EM YOURSELF BUT THAT'S YOUR BUSINESS!

WITH A MIGHTY BLOW, STEVE SEVERS THE MAN-WELDED CHAINS THAT DEPRIVE THE AMAZON OF HER POWER.

WHAM!

INSTANTLY, WONDER WOMAN SPRINGS TO HER FEET, BREAKING THE REMAINING FETTERS AND SCATTERING GUARDS IN EVERY DIRECTION.

NOW THEN, MY FRIENDS, WE'LL START THE GAME ALL OVER!

SWIFTLY WONDER WOMAN BREAKS STEVE'S CHAINS.

GRAB A RAY GUN, STEVE, AND HOLD THE GUARDS BACK—I HAVE AN IDEA!

I'LL BET IT'S A WHIZ, ANGEL!
LEAPING ALL BARRIERS, THE IRREPRESSIBLE AMAZON SEIZES THE HUGE ANTI-GRAVITY PROJECTOR AND LIFTS IT FROM ITS MASSIVE FOUNDATION.

HERE'S WHERE EARTH MUSCLES TEACH SATURNIAN SCIENCE A LESSON!

RACING ALONG THE SKY ROAD, STEVE AND WONDER WOMAN PASS THROUGH THE RINGS OF SATURN.

MOUNTING THE RAY PROJECTOR ON A PILE OF ROCKS, WONDER WOMAN CUTS THE SKY ROAD LOOSE FROM SATURN.

LOOK—THERE'S A GAP ALREADY BETWEEN US AND SATURN!

YES—THIS GROUND WILL DISINTEGRATE AND FLY OFF INTO SPACE!

SPEEDING TO A SATURNIAN SPACE SHIP ANCHORED NEARBY, THEY LEAP INTO IT AS THE GROUND BEGINS TO CRUMBLE.

WE'RE BARELY IN TIME!

TAKING ON BOARD ALL WORKERS ON THE RAPIDLY DISINTEGRATING SKY ROAD, WONDER WOMAN FREES THE SLAVES WHO BIND THEIR FORMER GUARDS.

NEVER WAS A SATURNIAN SLAVE FED BEFORE—YOU REALLY ARE A WONDER WOMAN!

WE'LL SOON BE HOME—THIS GRAVITY DRIVEN SHIP TRAVELS FASTER THAN LIGHT, BUT I'M AWFULLYDMIED—I'VE LOST MY BOOTS!

HA HA—THERE'S A WOMAN FOR YOU—SHE DESTROYS A SKY ROAD, SAVES THE EARTH THEN WORRIES ABOUT A PAIR OF SHOES!

FOR VICTORY
BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
150 MILE RACE TO SAVE A NATION!

Out of the records of a long-ago war comes this true story of a boy's amazing race against time... with his country's fate at stake! Almost 2500 years ago, a horde of barbarians swept down on a freedom-loving nation... and only young Philippiades' strength and endurance could save his native Greece!

In 490 B.C., a power-hungry ruler sent his gangster army against brave little Greece. The Persians soon overwhelmed the border city of Eretria... and the conquering general gloated...

We have wiped out these peace-loving fools! Ave... and now... on to Athens... and a greater victory!

But already news of the invasion had reached Athens. The Greek general, Miltiades, had rallied a small band of brave warriors...

Miltiades plans to march out to meet the Persians on the plains of Marathon... but before they start...

We must have the help of the Spartans! Bring me the runner, Philippiades!

... and so we must summon the Spartans! It is a mighty run I ask of you, and speed is important!

See the NEW Thom McAn "MARATHON!"

The Marathon was designed for fellows like you! Built to take punishment and come up for more. This "Husky" has the famous Mel-Flex sole... springy, flexible, waterproof, insulated against heat and cold... and guaranteed to outlast leather every time! The moccasin design gives your foot plenty of room to spread. (Important for quick starts and stops)... and the double-flap lacing gives you adjustable instep fit for extra support and snugness!

Make sure your next shoes are Thom McAn "Marathons!"

Only $2.99
Equipped only with extra sandals and a flask of water, the young athlete starts toward Sparta...

Hour after hour, all day and the following night, Philippides' great endurance carries him on and on.... and on...

Two days and two nights after he left Athens, Philippides stumbles exhausted into the arms of a surprised Spartan guard...

Take me to your commander!

The army of Sparta starts a forced march to join its allies at Marathon...

Brave men defending their native country, the outnumbered Greeks force the mighty army to flee... a great victory for the world's first democracy!

And later...

You have run the greatest race in history, my son. And all Greece thanks you!

Our army fights on its feet, too!

Even in today's mechanized warfare, there's plenty of marching and fighting on foot... and Uncle Sam's soldiers need the finest leather and expert workmanship in their shoes. Skilled craftsmen in Thom McAn's 11 huge factories have made millions of pairs of army shoes... are right now turning out 25 pairs a minute of the special new Army all-purpose boot! These same craftsmen build extra mileage into Thom McAn shoes for the entire family. Stop in at one of the 600 Thom McAn stores with the familiar white front... and see for yourself why more people buy at Thom McAn's than at any other shoe store in the country!
doesn’t look so good!”
Tank turned, and saw the
gaping orderly. He stuck his
thumbs in his ears, and grim-
aced.
“Go away!” he howled. “We
all have aeronurosis!”
“The p-planes are r-ready,
gentlemen!” the orderly blub-
bered.
Hop logged it to his plane,
and was about to climb into
the front office when someone
tugged at his sleeve. He whirled,
impatiently. A native boy stood
there, dressed in loin cloth and
dozens of metal tinkets the
fliers had given him. The
Polynesian lad had a mop of
black, bushy hair.
“What is it, Mopsy?” Hop
asked, good-naturedly. The
native kid had taken to hanging
around the airport, ever since
Hop had found him in the
jungle dying of snake bite, and
had brought him to the camp
hospital.
Mopsy smiled, held out a huge
package crudely wrapped in
paper.
“Me birthday present too,” he
said. “Good present. Woolworth
Special.” The fliers had been
teaching Mopsy slang.
“Thanks, Mopsy!” Hop said,
taking the huge package.
“You’re an Eager Beaver!”
The dark lad’s eyes widened.
“Me which?”
“Eager Beaver—Solid Citi-
zen—” grinned Hop. “Thanks
a million!”
Hop clambered into the front
office with Mopsy’s birthday
present, as the lad walked
away, thoughtfully repeating,
“Me Solid Citizen—me are—”
From the edge of the takeoff
strip, Mopsy watched the great
birds rise like swallows into the
wind. He watched, especially,
Harrigan’s plane. He hoped the
best bird man of them all would
like his present. He would have
liked it himself, to decorate his
own grass hut. It was a beauti-
ful thing, like the metal beads
he wore around his neck, but
much too big a thing to wear.
It was a thing to look at, to
admire.
“May it bring the great bird
man good luck!” Mopsy prayed,
simply.

Hop was jockeying his plane
into position, to bring it over
the target for the bom-bom.
Then he heard the welcome re-
port: “Bombs away!” Seconds
later, the dock installation was
a roaring inferno. Taking orders
from the bombardier stretched
out below the pilots, Hop circled
the bomber again. Another
stick of bombs went hurtling
down. A direct hit! An ammo
dump rocketed skyward in a
series of earsplitting explosions.
Ack-ack was tearing the
Mitchell’s skin. Jap Zeros,
which had come up to intercept,
were for the moment kept busy
by P-38’s. Hop was glad of that,
because something had happen-
ed to his ailerons. He had re-
leased his bomb load. His mis-
ion accomplished, he could go
home.
But he didn’t. He had caught
a glimpse of Tank. His engine
had caught Jap lead, and it
was starting to smoke. Hop
swallowed, hard. If Tank didn’t
get out before that plane blew
into pieces...
Then Hop saw his buddy flip
the wounded Lockheed on its
back. An instant later, he wrig-
gled free from the open hatch.
Far below, his chute blossomed
open. Hardly had the redhead
fallen free when his plane ex-
ploded into fragments!
The dogfight had ended, with
the Japs hitting it. The P-38’s
had wheeled about home. Only
Hop remained, to see two Japs
dive after the parachute below.
Hop knew his Mitchell couldn’t
match those fast Zeros. But he
screamed her down in pursuit,
just the same, rapping orders
through the inter-com to his
turret gunner. 30-cal. bullets
blazed. The first Jap kept on
diving—all the way down!
The second Jap looped up,
tore past the bomber with guns
blazing. The greenhouse over
Hop’s head smashed to splinters.
The co-pilot beside him slump-
ed over dead.
Furious, Hop whipped the
Mitchell into a climb, rolling
out neatly when the Jap came
down—pouring fire. Then he
winged over and dived down
after the Nip. This time Yank
fire cut the Jap plane cleanly in two! The halved parts of the Zero hurtled toward earth, the engine falling clear.

Below, Hop saw the signal of a Very pistol. He smiled, briefly.

But the controls jammed then, and the bomber went into a downward slide.

Hop yanked at the stick. No use!

He rapped into the inter-com: "Pilot to crew! Abandon ship!"

One by one, the bomber’s five-man crew slipped through the hatch. They’d have to land on the water, hope for a Yank boat to pick them up. Hop hung grimly on, straining at the stick. It moved, a little. He was a few hundred feet from a crash when, suddenly, the stick came back. The Mitchell zoomed into the sky. Relief broke from Harrigan’s lips.

He had a job to do yet. His pal, Tank, down there in Japheld territory, needed rescuing, but bad!

* * *

In a prison tent of a Jap airrome, Tank sat waiting for the firing-squadron. That sorry Nip had promised him one—thirty minutes! Well, twenty-five minutes of that was gone. Two guards posted outside, and armed by bayonet rifles made Tank abandon any thought of escape.

Tank sighed. "Why’d I have to land a few yards from this dang’d airport?" he bitterly complained. "All those Nips had to do was walk up and grab me, before I could even unbuckle my chute!" Another thought struck Tank then. "O’ course, I did walk into something important!" he allowed. "This secret Jap airport hidden way back in the jungle, it’s practically impossible to find, it’s so well-hidden with foliage and junk! It’d be nice to let headquarters know about it—before I kick off!"

He heard the clicking of footsteps. Tank’s heart shot into his mouth. He saw the two sentries part quickly, stand at attention. The Jap commander of the base stood framed in the doorway. He leered at Tank. He jabbered something in broken English, that Tank knew to mean—his time had come!

Tank got wearily to his feet.

Then suddenly, horrible cries broke from all directions.

Sounds of men running reached Tank’s ears—and those of the Commander and the guards. They turned, and yelling in terror, ran! Tank was a free man—in a Jap airport that was in a state of pandemonium!

Tank bolted out of the tent. He was alone on the field. The Japs had fled into the jungle! Then Tank saw it—the lone American bomber smack in the center of the field. A Mitchell B-25, it was—and something was wrong with it. With its bomb-bay, to be exact! It was partly open, and hanging half-suspended in space was a five-hundred pound bomb!

Tank had no time to think. Harrigan was leaping out the door of the plane, yelling to him to run. Gingerly, Tank ran... seated beside Hop as the blond ace took off, he didn’t open his eyes again till they were well in the air. Nothing had happened. Yet.

Hop, beside him, was chucking. "I had to pretend to crash, to fool those Nips!" he explained. "Otherwise, they would’ve shot at me. At the last minute, I pulled out—and landed, right on their airport!"

"Hop!" Tank said, his big frame shivering, "I didn’t want to make you nervous, kid, but--there’s a bomb hanging down from the bomb door—d-drop it in the ocean like a good kid, will y-you—"

The blond ace laughed again.

"What! Throw away my lucky charm? Moppy’s birthday present? Not on your life! I had dropped all my bombs. But was I glad that native kid picked an empty bomb casing to give me for a birthday present! I rigged it up like that, to scare the Japs. And now, redhead, that you’ve discovered the secret airport, we can go home and get some live bombs—and take care of it!"

THE END
IF WONDER WOMAN HADN'T LOST HER BOOTS ON THE PLANET SATURN, SHE WOULD HAVE MISSED THE MOST EXCITING ADVENTURE OF HER LIFE! MOREOVER, THE EARTH MIGHT HAVE BECOME A CAPTIVE PLANET, SUBJECT TO THE RUTHLESS WOMAN SLAVE DRIVERS OF A MIGHTY BUT COLD AND CRUEL WORLD! YOU'VE NEVER DREAMED OF SUCH THRILLING ADVENTURES AS THE BEAUTIFUL GIRL FROM PARADISE ISLAND ENCOUNTERS IN THIS EPISODE OF WONDER WOMAN'S BOOTS!

STEVE THINKS ALL WOMEN ARE CRAZY.

HAHAHA! WONDER WOMAN WAS KIDNAPPED, TAKEN TO SATURN, CHAINED, IN TERRIBLE DANGER—AND ALL THAT WORRIED HER WAS LOSING HER BOOTS! HA HA HA.

OH, STOP IT! I KNOW JUST HOW SHE FELT.

DIANA TRANSFORMS HERSELF TO WONDER WOMAN—

I'M GLAD STEVE REMINDED ME—I MUST GET A NEW PAIR OF BOOTS EXACTLY LIKE MY OLD ONES—GOING BAREFOOT IS ALL RIGHT ON PARADISE ISLAND BUT IN WASHINGTON OR NEW YORK, IT MIGHT ATTRACT ATTENTION!
The Amazon Maid is measured for shoes at the Elite Boot-Shoppe.

My goodness, Wonder Woman, you're strong but you have perfect beauty measurements!

Amazon girls get their strength from brain energy given by Aphrodite.

When the boots are finished, Diana calls for them.

How much, please?

Not a cent — it's an honor to make boots for Wonder Woman. But er, ahem... if she'd give us a picture of herself wearing these boots...

Returning to the office, Diana sends the Elite Boot-Shoppe a picture of Wonder Woman in her original boots, left on Saturn.

This picture'll do — nobody can tell my old boots from my new ones!

Among the crowd attracted by Wonder Woman's picture in the Elite Boot-Shoppe window is a sinister figure — Mephisto,Saturn's spy who twice failed to destroy the mighty Amazon.

The Emperor of Saturn sent me back to earth to get Wonder Woman, or pay the penalty. That devil girl's new boots give me an inspiration — ha ha! This time she shall not escape me!

Diana, at home that evening, tries on the new boots.

The Elite Boot-Shoppe did a swell job — these look exactly like the boots Saturno's Girl Guards took away from me!

Etta Candy and two Holiday Girls breeze into Diana's apartment.

Hi, Keed — whatcha got there?

Why — er — hello, girls! Wonder Woman asked me to pick up her new boots and I couldn't resist trying them on!
WONDER WOMAN

I'M VIRGINIA TRUE—REMEMBER? THE GIRL SATURNO TRIED TO DROWN. WONDER WOMAN SAVED ME—I'D 'LOVE TO SEE HER.' WHEN IS SHE COMING TO GET HER BOOTS?

WOO WOO! I GOTTA GOOD GAG—WE'LL PUT GLUE IN THESE BOOTS, SEE? WONDER WOMAN'LL TRY EM ON—THEN WE'LL ASK HER TO TAKE EM OFF AND WATCH THE FUN—HA HA!

OH, THAT'LL BE FUN—LET'S DO IT, DIANA.

WHY—ER—I DON'T KNOW.

WELL—I DON'T KNOW.

I'LL REMOVE THE GLUE SECRETLY BEFORE I CHANGE TO WONDER WOMAN—THEN THE LAUGH'LL BE ON THE GIRLS.

ALL RIGHT—I'LL CALL WONDER WOMAN ON THE MENTAL RADIO.

DIANA PRETENDS TO SEND A MENTAL MESSAGE TO WONDER WOMAN.

DIANA PERFORMS THE MENTAL FEAT OF SENDING A MESSAGE AS WONDER WOMAN WITH HALF HER BRAIN WHILE RECEIVING IT AS DIANA WITH THE OTHER HALF.

QUIET, GIRLS, WHILE I CONCENTRATE.

CALLING DIANA—I WILL COME FOR MY BOOTS NOW AS YOU REQUEST.

I DON'T KNOW WHETHER I CAN SEND A WONDER WOMAN MESSAGE BACK TO MYSELF BUT IT'LL BE FUN TO TRY.

ETTA PUTS "TRAP" CEMENT INTO WONDER WOMAN'S BOOTS.

THEY USE THIS STUFF TO CATCH BIRDS—ARE WE GOIN' TO HAVE FUN WITH WONDER WOMAN?

I CAN REMOVE THAT CEMENT QUICKLY WITH ALCOHOL—HA HA!

GIVE ME THE BOOTS, GIRLS—I'LL WRAP EM UP SO WONDER WOMAN'LL NEVER KNOW THE DIFFERENCE!

DIANA REMOVES THE TRAP CEMENT AND RETURNS WITH THE BOOTS IN THE ORIGINAL BOX.

HERE ARE WONDER WOMAN'S BOOTS ALREADY FOR HER. I JUST GOT A PHONE CALL—HAVE TO RUN—YOU GIVE HER THE BOOTS WHEN SHE COMES.

WHILE ETTA WATCHES THE DOOR FOR WONDER WOMAN, THE AMAZON LEAPS THROUGH THE WINDOW.

WOO WOO—WONDER WOMAN!

GEE, YOU SCARED ME!
THE GIRLS WATCH EAGERLY AS WONDER WOMAN TRIES ON HER NEW BOOTS. THESE FIT PERFECTLY!

SURE, LIKE PAPER GLUED ON THE WALL—HA HA!

AS WONDER WOMAN TAKES THE FIRST STEP IN HER NEW BOOTS, SHE SUDDENLY COLLAPSES. I—I FEEL FAINT—OH-H-H-H!

WHAT'S THE MATTER? QUICK, GINNY, GRAB HER—SHE'S FALLING!

WELL, I'LL BE HORN-SWAGGLED! SOMETHIN' KNOCKED WONDER WOMAN OUT—SEEMED LIKE THOSE BOOTS! I GOTTA GET EM OFF HER!

ETTA, BELIEVING WONDER WOMAN'S BOOTS ARE CEMENTED TO HER FEET, PULLS WITH ALL HER MIGHT.

HEAVE, OLY COW! OO-OPS!

WHAT THE HECK—THERE'S NO CEMENT IN THESE BOOTS! BUT—BUT THERE MUST BE—I PUT IT THERE MYSELF!

THE GAL'S HEART IS BEATIN', ALL RIGHT—BUT AWFUL FAINT—CALL A DOCTOR, GINNY, QUICK!

DOCTOR QUICK ARRIVES WITH SURPRISING PROMPTNESS AFTER GINNY'S CALL.

HM—PATIENT'S IN SERIOUS CONDITION—MUST TAKE HER TO THE HOSPITAL IMMEDIATELY! I BROUGHT AN AMBULANCE WITH ME—
ETTA AND EVE ACCOMPANY WONDER WOMAN IN THE AMBULANCE.

NO, MISS-TWO GIRLS IN THERE ARE ENOUGH.

DR. QUICK "LOCKS THE AMBULANCE DOORS ON THE OUTSIDE..."

THEY SUSPECT NOTHING THIS IS EASIER THAN I THOUGHT.

INSIDE THE AMBULANCE, EVE AND ETTA BEGIN TO FEEL DROWSY.

"S FUNNY-FEEL SLEEPY--"

"Yeah--Me too--Le's take lil' nap--"

WITH THE UNCONSCIOUS GIRLS LOCKED INSIDE, THE AMBULANCE DRIVES ABOARD A GREAT BLACK SPACE SHIP WHICH LIES WAITING OUTSIDE THE CITY.

INSTANTLY, THE SPACE MONSTER SOARS UPWARD, BEARING WONDER WOMAN AND HER GIRLS CAPTIVE TO THE DISTANT PLANET SATURN.

"DR. QUICK," STEPPING FROM THE AMBULANCE, REMOVES HIS DISGUISE.

CONGRATULATIONS, LORD SATURNO? YOUR ASSISTANT'S ARRIVED-SHE SAYS YOU'VE RECAPTURED WONDER WOMAN."

"YES-TAKE THE SHIP UP AT ONCE?"
Meanwhile, on the space ship, Saturno directs the women who guard prisoners on Saturn.

This captive has broken bronze bands and our heaviest chains bind her with her own lasso - I've heard it's unbreakable!

But such is the guards' fear of Wonder Woman's strength that they hewed her with massive bronze bands to a steel post.

The girls, confined in cages near Wonder Woman, soon recover consciousness.

What-where-are prisoners? We musta been gassed in that ambulance. Look at Wonder Woman - is she dead?

She - she must be - how horrible!

The strong maiden will soon recover - Lord Saturno placed in her shoes a powerful satanic sleeping drug which is absorbed instantly through the soles of the feet. All you girls are captives bound for Saturn - ha ha!

You're telling us!

Left alone by their guards the girls rouse Wonder Woman.

Hey, chief, wake up!

Wonder Woman - we need help!

Uh-help! Great aphrodisate! I'm bound with the magic lasso! I - I can't break that!
Still tightly bound by her magic lasso, the mighty Amazon bursts the bands of bronze about her legs and rips the post itself from its foundations.

Using the massive steel pillar for a battering ram, Wonder Woman smashes Etta's cage.

Stand back, Etta—I must use a little force—

A little force—woo woo! You make a pile-driver look like a toothpick!

But Etta, also bound, cannot climb out of her cage.

Gee, Boss—these goldurned Saturnian gals got me tied up like a bale of spinach—I can't make it!

Seizing Etta's ropes in her strong teeth, Wonder Woman lifts the captive from her cage.

Woo woo! I feel like a captive balloon—don't bite that rope too hard, Wonder Woman, it'll break.

That's a good idea, Etta—I'll bite you free in a jiffy.

Now, pal, untie my magic lasso and I'll finish the job!

Gosh! These Saturnian gals musta worked in a department store, tyin' up bundles—they sure tie a wicked knot!
WONDER WOMAN FREES EVE, THE SATURNIAN GUARD GIRLS PUSH FURIOUSLY AT THEIR ESCAPING PRISONERS.

ARRRGGH! OUR CAPTIVES ARE ESCAPING—KNOCK THEM DOWN!

KNOCKING SOMEBODY DOWN IS A GOOD IDEA!

THE HOLIDAY GIRLS BIND THEIR FORMER GUARDS.

DO A GOOD JOB, KEED!

DON'T WORRY—THIS IS WORK I ENJOY!

WONDER WOMAN, MEANWHILE, SPEEDS TO THE CONTROL ROOM OF THE SPACE SHIP.

WHIRLING FROM THE CONTROLS, SATURNO WHIPS OUT HIS REVERSE- GRAVITY PISTOL.

STOP OR I'LL SHOOT!

SHOOT AWAY, LADDIE, I LIKE THOSE PRETTY RAYS!

ETTA AND EVE FIND SATURNIAN SLAVE WHIPS A HANDY WEAPON.

I'M AFRAID, GIRLS, WE'LL HAVE TO PUT THESE SATURNIC GUARDS TO SLEEP FOR AWHILE.

RIGHT—HO! THEY SURE NEED A REST!

THESE SATURNIANS CERTAINLY ARE CAUTIOUS—THEY KEEP EVERY DOOR LOCKED!
AS WONDER WOMAN HURLS SATURN BACKWARD, HIS SHOULDERS STRIKES A CONTROL LEVER.

INSTANTLY A TERRIFIC EXPLOSION SHAKES THE GREAT SPACE SHIP.

BA-ANG

YOU WILL REPAIR WHATEVER BLEW UP AND PILOT THIS SHIP AS I DIRECT!

TH-THAT MAGIC LASSO- I WOULD OBEY- BUT I CANNOT! YOU THREW ME AGAINST THE EMERGENCY LEVER WHICH BLOWS UP OUR ROCKET MOTORS- WE'RE STRANDED IN SPACE!

ON EARTH, MEANWHILE, THE DEAN OF HOLLIDAY COLLEGE TELEPHONES STEVE.

THREE HOLLIDAY GIRLS ARE MISSING! THE LAST WE HEARD FROM THEM WAS LAST NIGHT- THEY CALLED ON DIANA PRINCE- WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH THEM?

WHAT HAVE I DONE WITH THEM? NON-SENSE, ETTA, EVE AND VIRGINIA TRUE, YOU SAY? I'LL INVESTIGATE!

STEVE ENTERS DIANA'S APARTMENT WITH A SKELETON KEY.

HMP- WONDER WOMAN'S BOOTS AND A SHOE BOX MARKED 'ELITE BOOT SHOPPE!' MIGHT BE A CLUE- I'LL SEE THE BOOT SHOPPE PEOPLE!

STEVE SHOWS THE ELITE BOOT SHOPPE PROPRIETOR THE SHOES HE FOUND IN DIANA'S APARTMENT.

ARE THESE THE BOOTS YOU MADE FOR WONDER WOMAN?

NO, MAJOR- THESE SHOES HAVE BEEN WORN- THEY'RE NOT NEW.

HM- THE BOOTS IN THIS PICTURE SHE SENT ME ARE THESE- HER OLD ONES... THE SAME BOOTS YOU SAY SHE LOST ON SATURN.

THAT MEANS SOME SATURNIC AGENT BROUGHT THEM TO DIANA'S APARTMENT AND KIDNAPPED THE GIRLS!
Steve, always a man of action, rushes to the Saturnian space ship captured by Wonder Woman at Holliday College.

I'm going to Saturn to rescue Wonder Woman and her kidnapped girls! Wait, major—we're with you.

The red Saturnian ship hurtles through space at a terrific speed, with Steve at the controls.

I'm no interstellar navigator but this ship seems to know its way home to Saturn.

Controlled by the gravitational mechanism devised by the ultra scientific Saturnians, the space ship settles into its home cradle on the Emperor's palace roof.

But Steve and the girls, emerging from their ship, find themselves surrounded by Saturnian women guards with lethal ray guns.

You are prisoners—surrender or we'll destroy you all!

Okay—but take us to your emperor.

Steve is brought before the Emperor of Saturn.

Listen, emp. You're holding Wonder Woman captive by some trick—if you don't release her, we'll make mincemeat of your planet.

You're mad, Earthman.

It's true I sent Saturno to capture Wonder Woman—but I've heard nothing from him—he has not brought back the prisoner.

Good gosh! Then he must be lost in space with Wonder Woman and the girls!
WONDER WOMAN, MEANWHILE, DARES DESTRUCTION TO REACH SATURN.
YOU HAVE REVERSE-GRAVITY GUNS ON THIS SHIP WHICH PROPEL PROJECTILES THROUGH SPACE - SHOOT ME TO SATURN!
YOU'RE TAKING A TERRIBLE RISK - BUT I'M COMPelled TO OBEY!

WONDER WOMAN IS LOADED INTO THE REVERSE-GRAVITY GUN. PUT HER INTO THE BREECH - LOCK AND SHOOT THE GUN TOWARD SATURN!
I - I MUST OBEY!

WITH THE STUPENDOUS IMPETUS OF ONE MILLION MILES A MINUTE, WONDER WOMAN SOARS THROUGH SPACE TOWARD THE PLANET SATURN.
I MUST HOLD MY BREATH TILL I REACH THE SATURNIC ATMOSPHERE - OR ELSE!

FOLLOWING GRAVITATIONAL ATTRACTION LAWS, WONDER WOMAN IS DRAWN TO THE EMPEROR'S AUDIENCE CHAMBER WHERE SATURNIC GRAVITY IS CENTERED.
HOLD EVERYTHING, EMPEROR - I'M HERE AS EARTH'S AMBASSADOR!

GREAT MEPHISTOPELES - 'TIS WONDER WOMAN!

I'VE COME TO MAKE PEACE BETWEEN EARTH AND SATURN, YOU SATURNIANS CARE NOTHING FOR LOVE OR FRIENDSHIP - BUT YOU'D LIKE TO USE OUR PLANET FOR PROFIT.
CERTAINLY! THAT'S WHY WE WANT EARTHLYNESSES FOR SLAVES.

OKAY, BUT EARTH PEOPLE WON'T WORK AS SLAVES - THEY'LL DIE BEFORE THEY SUBMIT. BUT BY ESTABLISHING TRADE CONNECTIONS WITH EARTH, THERE IS MUCH TO BE GAINED - YOU UNDOUBTEDLY CAN PRODUCE THINGS WE CAN USE AND WE CAN GIVE YOU IN EXCHANGE COMMODITIES YOU CAN'T MANUFACTURE ON SATURN -

HM - IF THAT'S TRUE, I'LL MAKE PEACE!

PERSUADED BY WONDER WOMAN'S ELOQUENT ARGUMENTS, THE SATURNIC EMPEROR SIGNS A PEACE AND TRADE TREATY WITH EARTH.
WE'LL ESTABLISH IMMEDIATELY A SPACE SHIP LINE BETWEEN OUR PLANETS?
YES - BUT THE SHIPS MUST CARRY NO ARMAMENT!
Saturn’s Space Ship is Drawn to Saturn with Gravity Rays, and the Saturnic Marauders are Put on Trial.

You Kidnapped Us—Tell the Truth!

Y—yes—b—but you escaped!

The Emperor Pronounces Judgment.

It was no crime to capture our Earth allies—but letting them escape was inexcusable! You and your women guards are sentenced to life imprisonment! And now since I’ve signed a peace treaty, free all Earth prisoners!

A Saturnic Girl Guard, Under Prison Sentence, Produces Her Freed Captive—the Real Virginia True.

I kidnapped Virginia and took her place. I changed Wonder Woman’s new boots for the drugged ones and called Saturno.

That Saturnic Girl Looked So Much Like You, Ginny, I Was Completely Fooled!

Yeah—we all were! Try some Saturnian candy—it’s made from synthetic sugar transmuted from star dust.

The Earthlings Board a Space Ship for Home.

Blazes, Beautiful, Where’s Diana?

It’s a little late to think about her, but you’ll find her safe at home—she’ll be more concerned about you than about me!

All This Would Never Have Happened If We Hadn’t Put Glue in Your New Boots!

Never mind—your glue cemented two planets together into a lasting friendship!

Full-color authentic camouflage decorates both models. The fast striking Fulmar carries the famous concentric circle symbol of British air might. The hawking Heinkel is marked with the proud German Cross and the sinister Nazi swastika.

You build these planes yourself from special cover stock material. The plane designs are drawn to characteristic proportion, clearly and expertly marked for cutting and gluing. Even the hollow fuselages are easy to construct.

Your planes actually fly! Yes, they are designed to glide and soar for 75 feet or more when launched by hand. And when you rig them for G-line forays they will zoom, dive, climb, and hedge-hop—under your control. Fly 'em fast and fly 'em hard. Your planes are built for real speed and maneuverability. They're built for ruggedness, too. You can send them on hundreds of missions—indoors and out—without serious damage to the ships.

Start a collection of flying fighters. These two planes are numbers 7 and 8 in a series of aircraft which are your extra dividend for eating Wheaties. Learn how you can get all the flying models. And learn how good breakfast can be when you start with a heaping bowlful of milk, fruit, and Wheaties, "Breakfast of Champions." Whole wheat flakes with a "second helping" flavor. That's Wheaties—and that's for you.
I Can Make YOU a New Man, Too, in Only 15 Minutes a Day!

If YOU, like Joe, have a body that others can "push around"—if you're ashamed to strip for sports or a swim—then give me just 15 minutes a day! I'll PROVE you can have a body you'll be proud of, packed with red-blooded vitality!

"Dynamic Tension." That's the secret! That's how I changed myself from a spindle-shanked, scrawny weakling to winner of the title, "World's Most Perfectly Developed Man."

"Dynamic Tension" Does It!
Using "Dynamic Tension" only 15 minutes a day, in the privacy of your own room, you quickly begin to put on muscle, increase your chest measurements, broaden your back, fill out your arms and legs. Before you know it, this easy, natural method will make you a finer specimen of real manhood than you ever dreamed you could be! You'll be a New Man!

FREE BOOK
Thousands of fellows have used my marvelous system. Read what they say—see how they looked before and after—in my book, "Everlasting Health and Strength."

Send NOW for this book—FREE. It tells all about "Dynamic Tension," shows you actual photographs of men I've turned from puny weaklings into Atlas Champions. It tells how I can do the same for YOU. Don't put it off! Address me personally: Charles Atlas, Dept. 354K 115 East 23rd St., New York 10, N.Y.
Captain Zootsie Battles Monster Man!

Monster Man Terrifies Town

This Monster Man is very dangerous, so remember—If you see him, just TOOT FOR TOOTSIE!

You bet, Cap! 'Ray for Captain Tootsie!

Hootin' Zoots! There's Monster Man now!

Capt. Tootsie and his secret legion form a searching party.

Hold him, Rollo!

This'll teach you not to rob banks!

You'll have plenty of energy too, Rollo, if you keep eating Tootsie Rolls!

Toot see!

Hootin' Zoots! You sure have plenty of energy, Capt. Tootsie!

You'll have plenty of energy too, Rollo, if you keep eating Tootsie Rolls!

Hooray for Captain Tootsie!

Kids, it's NEW-TOOTSIE VM

It makes milk taste like chocolatey Tootsie Rolls!

And look what its vitamins give you

A. The Antibiotic Vitamin
B. The Tonic Vitamin
C. The Nerve Vitamin
D. The Sunshine Vitamin

Plus—Iron, the Red Blood Mineral, Calcium, Phosphorus, and Nicotin!

Grow up to be a big, tall, husky guy like me!